QUICK FACTS
BLOCKHOUSE
SECURITY SHUTTERS
Security
Light, noise and temperature control
Privacy
Up to 10-year guarantee
Internal use
External use
Hinge, track and sliding
Stackable
For doors and windows
Easy to clean
Locally manufactured
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Blockhouse Shutters are strong, safe
and beautiful. Developed from over

SECURITY
& STYLE

18 years’ experience in designing
and manufacturing quality shutters –
Blockhouse Security Shutters will not
only provide peace of mind but add

NO COMPROMISE REQUIRED

real value to your property without

Strong, safe and beautiful, Blockhouse

breaking the bank.
Full security & LITE option available

Shutters provide peace of mind and
add real value to your property without
breaking the bank. All-weather, allpurpose and guaranteed for up to 10
years, they are custom fitted to your
doors and windows, providing an elegant,

Due to the high quality of aluminium

Internal or external

used, Blockhouse Shutters can be

used internally, externally, as well as

Up to 10-year guarantee
areas of high humidity or moisture

durable, all-in-one alternative to curtains,

such as bathrooms. They offer the

blinds and all types of security barriers –

ideal solution to light control, privacy
Short lead time

from bars to expandable gates.

and security needs.

Locally manufactured from premium
aluminium with Qualicoat approved

Eco/enviro friendly materials

powder coating, their versatility and
classic simplicity make Blockhouse
Shutters the ideal long-term solution
to privacy, light control and security
needs throughout your home. And the
best part? They’re there when you need
them, but when you don’t they glide
away, stacking neatly to leave your views
completely unobstructed.

Locally manufactured

A BRAND YOU CAN
RELY – AND FEAST
YOUR EYES – ON
Named after the King’s Blockhouse standing
sentinel on the slopes of Table Mountain,
Blockhouse Shutters were envisaged as a
100% effective yet attractive security solution,
completely replacing the need for additional
light and security barriers. Of course they can
still be combined with curtains or blinds, adding
that crucial layer of security with the bonus of
adjustable light filtering.
Designed by industry experts with over 18 years’

MANY COLOURS
Available in five standard colours (white,
light grey, dark grey, bronze and charcoal)
as well as a variety of other colours.

manufacturing experience, an impeccable track
record and an excellent eye for detail, the secure
Blockhouse Shutters are also available in a Lite
version. Providing a beautiful lockable aluminium
barrier with the same clean-lined aesthetic as the
original shutters, Blockhouse Lite are set within
window and door frames. Without the extra
strength of our security product, they are perfect
for estates and openings where light control and
privacy are needed above security.

INTERNAL
OR
EXTERNAL

EXCEPTIONAL VERSATILITY COMBINED
WITH COST-EFFECTIVE LONGEVITY
Usually openings in your home require two products to meet functional and decorative needs. But shutters fulfill
both sets of requirements: barely there when stacked, providing a clean yet cosy feel when completely closed, and
revealing varying degrees of light and external views when louvered at different angles, they also secure your home,
removing the need for unsightly burglar bars or security gates – for years to come.
Blockhouse Shutters are available in five standard colours, as well as custom colours to complement every home’s
unique look. Weather-resistant, they can be used for interiors and exteriors, withstanding high humidity
and bright sunlight whether gracing a bathroom, bedroom, kitchen or veranda – the choice is yours.

The space you entertain and relax in, you
want your living room to be as goodlooking as it is comfortable. Blockhouse
Shutters meet both these requirements.
Ensuring a clean-lined contemporary
aesthetic that suits most architectural
and interior styles, they also provide
the perfect lighting – soft and dreamy,
brilliantly sun-soaked, or romantically dark
for a midday series binge.

LIVING ROOM

VERANDA
Nothing beats a lazy day on your veranda,
braai flames at the ready. But cleaning
patio furniture beforehand and moving
umbrellas to block the glare is so last year.
With Blockhouse Shutters keeping out the
elements, your veranda is always guestready, just waiting to be opened like a
present and enjoyed to the full. Slide back
and stack for the full reveal, or adjust for
the perfect amount of shade.

Rest assured and dream easy, knowing
that robust, quality-controlled Blockhouse
Shutters provide total light control and
keep you safe, without interfering in any
way with the look, style and comfort of
your bedroom. Four custom-illustrated
vinyl shutter prints are available for
children’s rooms, revealing dinosaurs,
rockets, a unicorn and a magical forest
respectively when closed.

BEDROOM

BATHROOM
Providing total privacy with the flick
of a finger (or that garden view when
you’re shaving or doing your makeup),
Blockhouse Shutters are made for
bathrooms. Handling damp conditions and
humidity with casual aplomb, they won’t
rust or discolour – and they make frosted
glass and fabric window treatments (so
prone to mould) completely redundant.

Whether your kitchen is Country
Farmhouse, Charming Cottage or Modern
Masterpiece (or a little bit of everything in
between), it’s the heart of your home. So
give it the look it deserves: Bright, breezy
and safe, with plenty of light.
Easy to clean with smooth, wipeable
surfaces, Blockhouse Shutters are the
hygienic, practical, hardworking choice.
And they won’t judge your cooking.

KITCHEN

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
“I knew I wanted security shutters
rather than blinds because I love
the clean look, the simple open
and shut mechanism, and the
secure durable material. But I’d
previously had wooden ones in
my Durban home, and wasn’t sure
what to expect with these. Well,
all I can say is I’m hooked! The
Blockhouse aluminium shutters are
incredible and I’ve never felt safer
in my home. They are ridiculously
easy to clean - a wipe and some
soapy water (at the most) is all
it takes to keep these shutters
sparkling. As an added bonus,
these shutters have been covered
in an environmentally-friendly
powder coating.”
Lisa Raleigh
Health, Wellness and Fitness Celebrity

SHUTTER
OPTIONS
So you’ve chosen your colours,
and decided on Blockhouse
Security Shutters for downstairs
and Blockhouse Lite for your loft’s
dormer windows. But what about that
awkward screen door and that kitchen
porthole? And your extra wide front
door? Will Blockhouse Shutters work?

YES.
Our accredited resellers customise
Blockhouse Shutters to suit most
openings: From hinged windows,
sliding doors and cottage panes
through to hard to reach openings –
we have a solution for you.

